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I I 
The Gavelyte. 
OL. II MARCH, 1907. NO. 3. 
Observations. 
BY A "CYNIC". 
Idols are often made of tobacco now a days. 
T 
Girls are ticklish. Some physically---all to deal with. 
H 
Divorce is the link binding marriage and polygamy. 
E 
he other fellow's morals are always so much worse than your own. 
G 
A man's clothes do not make him. Kind Providence had more sense 
t n that. 
A 
otoriety and fame Qften travel side by side but their respective . desti-
n ions are far apart. 
V 
\ome Seniors could teach better than their instructors. All Freshmen 
C Id. 
E 
'lo find .out how narrow the other man is, measure his mind by your own. 
L 
The Bible can only be doubted in one place.- That the wisest man Rhould 
hav a thousand wives. That cannot be true. 
------'l-:1 
y 
Human nature is composed of those characteristics which find high ,_ 
velopment in the .rest of the animal kingdom. 
T 
The definition of his creed in the socialist's mind is like the flea,;d 
to find. 
E 
A College President is one, who possesses at least two degrees ana 
piece of carpet for delinquents to stand upon. He may or may notit 
the place. 
~---,-------------
A Sonnet. 
BY C. G. WARE, '07. 
The brown-limbed trees stood in the sunset's glow Their shadows . casting grey upon the snow, And 'gainst the reddened sky the sparrows i{tood Outlined, like wrinkled knots upon the wood. 
Wit'hin, the life blood of the tree flowed strong, And swelling buds, reminders of the bluebird's song, Gave promise that old Winter's icy grasp Was yielding to fair April's warmer clasp. 
So life goes on, and sun~ets come and go And Winter cloak's the fields with glistning snow But April's sun peeps from the leaden skies, And songs from every budqing branch ariRe. 
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Why Belong to the National Guard. 
In the gradually growing prominence of military affairs in these mod-
ern days, we hear very often of the National Guard. And yet the policies, 
use and general purpose of this body of organized militia are not very 
generally known. It would seem however that this is a topic which should 
be thoroughly familiar to everyone concerning as it does both patriotic 
and general utilitarian principles. 
Membership in the National Guard may be of great value in three 
distinct ways. First, because of its educational advantages; second, be-
cause of its military training and third, because of its patriotic necessity. 
Of its educational advantages much might be said, for it will be se.en 
at a glance that the student of history needs this training that he m3y 
know, and reading, understand the great military campaigns of Cyrus, 
Darius, Alexander, Hannibal, Caesar, Fredrick, Napoleon, Oyama, and a 
host of others. These men were soldiers and their success was due almost 
entirely to military ability. It has been truthfully said that every distinct 
advance of civilization has been due to the military genius of a man or 
of men. 
It will be seen also that the general reader of current events could 
read and derive more profit from his reading, did he know the Briton's 
weakness and the Boer's strength; did he know the military significance 
of Oyama's marching and counter marching in tho~e mountains in the East, 
far distant from the scen_e of the general attack; did he know in short 
that one rapid firing gun was the equivalent of a whole battalion of in-
fantry in figh~ing strength. 
And, again of what arlvantage is it to the traveler to visit Vicksburg, 
Lookout Mountain, Gettysburg or Waterloo, unless he knows the true 
meaning of that hill or this ravine, of yonder wood or the grass grown 
embankment at his feet? Where is the educational advantage of travel if 
travel means only looking without understanding? 
The reader may well ask, ''Does the National Guard give one all this?" 
Yes, and far more. Hardly a year goes by in which some regiment or 
company does not make some instructive trip. Chicago, Washington, 
St. Louis ancl Vicksburg have all been visited in recent years by Ohio 
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ational Guardsmen. The interesting mound builder's works at Newark, O., and the beautiful hills of Tuscarawas and Athens countie~ :ire all fa-miliar to the citizen soldier of Ohio. Each years camp takes the Guards-man to some new locality and each trip furnishes its quuta of instruction. In military training, the National Guardsman often receives a broad -er education than his comrade in the regular service. The great maneu-ve.r camp, held every other year in different parts of the country and par-ticipated in by the National Guc1rc of the various states, gives the soldier invaluable training in strategy while the Regimental camp held the other years give him the minor details of the soldier's life. And to the indivi-duar, the lassons in obedience and faithfulness are of even greater benefit. Close observation and ability to take care of one's self are prerequisites of a good soldier. - Self command and the ability to command others soon come to be not the least of the soldier's virtues. In the third place it may be taken as an axiom that a man's patriotism i;; a sure indication of his value as a citizen. History shows all too plainly that the roost important requirement of the true citizen is his ability to serve his country in the time of her greateat need- namely the time of war. 
Where would have been the glorious civilization of Greece had it not been for the trained soldier of the phalanx? The spirit of freedom would have been drowned in Oriental Despotism. Marius, the "Savior of Rome", built with Roman arms the rampart that held back the Teutonic hordes and permitted Italy to civilize the world. Our own independence was won by the ability of the Continental to shoot straight, a virtue taught in many Indian wars. 
The people who decry the :National Guard are becoming fewer and fewer in number as the months pass by. This is well and also reasonable for now under the national law known as the "Disk bill," every able bodied male cititizen between the ages of 18 and 45 years of age shall constitute the militia of the United States. He is liable to ba calleri on at any time for any length of service. Any member of the militia, however, may signify to the military, authorities; his desire to enlist for a definite term and after passing the required examinations, may become a member of the ational Reserve army popularly known as the ational Guard. Bis en-listmant term runs for three years and he is excused from jury service. 
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He is required to meet at a designated place of rendezvou weekly and re-
ceive military instruction. To cover traveling expenses he is paid twenty-
five cents for each attendance, while at camp he receives one dollar per 
day th us making his vacation profitable as well as pleasant. In additi9n to 
this, his food, clothing and medical attendance a.re furnished gratis of course. 
The National Guard of the various states numbers about 120,000 men., 
nearly all of whom are armed with the U. S. magazine Rifle commonly 
called the "Krag". These men are always equipped so they are able to 
take the field in two hour's time. Constant instructions, indoors and out, is 
given and State, National and International tourneys are held each year, 
thus giving the Guardsman an opportunity to become an expert in the use 
of rifle or revolver. 
In view of the above facts, it is more than passing strange that every 
young man in the nation is not affiliated with some military organization, 
bot'h for the educational and patriotic possibilities it posesses. 
A Flower Song. 
A beautiful song I heard to-night 
A song without words, so sweet: 
A song of the woods and woodland flowers-
A song that the winds repeat. 
Soft and tender the notes at firHt, 
Like the notes of a sweet toned lyre: 
Deep and solemn the next that fell 
Then up like a flame of a fire. 
'l'he music so sweet did softly repeat 
The last solemn chords of the measure. 
A few minor strains and then silence again. 
Ab Music! Therein lies thy treasure. 
I.E. W. 
4G TH1'~ GAVELY'l'E, 
LOCA L NEWS. 
L loyd Conf,11T, gc1il01' . • 
Don' t forget the Gavelyte ! 
I I young gentlemen found out t heir des-
tination, and at a somewhat late hour 
started on their walk to the scene of 
action. They spent a very enjoyable 
"Uncle" Dave claims he is begin- evening at Creswells' and retired, 
ning to realize some of that hope, taking the girls back to town with 
spoken of, in the last number of the them on foot. 
Gavelyte. Miss Morris to Bryson,-"What is 
Personals! Don't forget your col- 1 the best part of a man's life"? Bry-
1 "L " lege paper! 1 son, - ove . • 
Muskingum game proved the social On Feb. 28, a su~·prise party was 
event of the sec.1,son. The hall was given to Mr. Fred William~on, by a 
crowded and among those present I number of his Xenia frier,ds. 
were Miss Janet Tarbox, Mr. Elder I Pay subscriptions! 
Corry and Mr. Claude Estle, '06. I Subscribe for Gavelyte! 
Charles Nash was also present at · 
th M k
. Help our advertisers. 
e us rngum game. 
Dr. McCbesney and Prof. Allen Give us some mat~rial - your ideas, 
were at the State Oratorical contest etc.! We will use them. · 
held in Springfield, Feb. 22. Dr. Mc- Prof. Jurkat,- "Why didn't the 
Chesney served as one of th A Judges. ancients use slate and pencils?" 
Brigham in the Greek class- "We Sta dent, - ''Because the Lord told 
haven't any infinitives except those in them to multiply on the face of the 
the indicative mode." I earth. . 
Puzzle- Why are kisses like crea- Messrs. Nash and McCampbell play-
tions? Because they are made out ed on the Xenia Seminary team which 
of nothing and all very good. defeated Cedarville. Feb. 14. 
"Bill" Hawthorne. so it is said, is 
becoming somewhat of a Mormon. 
A very charming party was given 
at the home of Mr. Chas. Cooley 
Tuesday evening, Feb, 27, at whi·c·h' One Tuesday evening, not many 
weeks ago, a number of young ladies w_ere present a number of college and 
met a wagon and were driven to a high school students. Light refresh-
farm three miles out of town. It ments were served and every one re-
was not long, indeed, before the I ports a good time. 
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A number of our college girls as- I Help us with a personal, a 
sisted at the home of Mr. and Mrs. an essay or a word of advice! 
local, 
Charles Turnbull, Thursday evening, 
February 2 . 
Pay Gavelyte Subscriptfons! Re-
new subscriptions! "Improvement in 
every issue", is our motto. 
The names of certain members of 
the facu lty have been seen associated 
in various places. This is decidedly 
a good omen . 
Mr. Licktg, of the State Y. M. C. A., 
was in Cedarville recently. 
Messrs. Frank V. Slack, National 
Secretary, and B. J. Woodmansee, 
Secretary of the College Y. M. . A., 
of Ohio, will address our college on 
March 11 and 12. 
'l'he Oratorical contest held at An-
Prof. Allen is chairman of a com- tioch, March 8 resulted in a victory for Heidelberg. Baldwin came in 
an mittee, whose object is to form 
Oratorical Association, composed 
urrounding colleges. 
second, Antioch th ird and Otterbein, 
of fourth. 
Dr. McChesney in Greek; defining 
the terms fer man, "Let us take away 
the word meaning "man or woman'' 
and leave only the word for "man" 
that's all there should be anyway. 
"Bill" Waide is prospering, al-
though he confesses that he has hard 
work keeping his mind on his lessons, 
other thoughts more pleasant, will 
persist in intruding themselves. 
During the past month, Cedarville 
Rumor has had it that we were go- College has had a great honor paid 
ing to lose some of the members of to it, in that its capable and beloved 
our faculty in the persons of Dr. Mc- Secretary Dr. McChesney has receiv-
' ' ' ' Chesney, Prof. Allen and Miss Morris. a call to a large Western town. Of the 
The entire school hopes that there is particulars of the call, we know noth-
-no truth in such tales. ing, but, this much we do know, that 
Muskingum College has accepted each student wotli4J feel the loss of 
the debate with our team. The de-· Dr. McChesney as his own loss. We, 
bate will be held in Cedarville, May all, recognize Dr. McChesney's value 
_ 27. The Wilmington debate will be I to the college, and while we are glad 
·held at Wilmington, May 24. We he has received a higher call, yet, we 
hav: capable representatives on both cannot help making this prayer, ''that 
teams- let us each help them as we 
I 
God may use him still in students' 
lives". ('an . 
Trm (}AVELYTJ11, 
ATHLETICS. 
H.OY ~IARSH .\LL, E clito1;. 
Basket ball still continues. The tion to win laurels for Cedarville 
game between the Xenia Theological College. 
Seminary on February 17th. proved Never was there so exciting a 
to be quite an interesting contest. 
Th M h 11 b th . . game nor so close a score through-e ars a ro ers were agam m 
the game and together with William- I out the game. The score was tied 
son, Hanna and McClellan made up at least five times and the first half 
the Cedarville team. resulted 13 to 11 for Cedarville. 
The Seminary boys proved to be a Our boys were in the lead till with-
fast aggregation, four of them having in thirty seconds of the close of the 
played on Tarkio University team. game, when Muskingum threw a fonl 
They had the size and team work goal tieing the sc0re 19 to 19. In 
over our boys and suc~eeded in run- playing off the tie Cedarville made 
ning up a score of 27 to 5. first point. Then Muskingum made 
The next contest occurred on· two successively, thereby winning 
February 22nd. vs Muskingun Col- the game. 
lege. This game was looked forward This season's work has produced 
to with much interest. The old some good men. Billy Watt is show-
team was to be together with one ing up splendidly at guard and 
exception, Morton. . Georgl:l Stewart is playing a good 
But much to the disgust of the forward. 
largely assembled crowd, Estle and The Independents have been play-
Corry were not allowed to play. ing a good ball, having defeated 
This necessitated the line-up being Jamestown by a large score, and the 
as follows: - C. Marshall, r. f.; G. Dayton Wetolas, 50 to 10. 
Stewart, I. f.; W. Watt, c.; R. Mar- In their game with Nelson's Busi-
shall, r. g.; L. Confarr, I. g. 
1 
ness College of Springfield, they were 
' Somewhat angered at Musking- , beaten by the small score of 28 to 21. 
um, the Cedarville rooters never so Jn this game Estle played a forward 
nobly supported their team. Never I for elson's and while having no 
did a Cedarville team endeavor with 
I 
practice showed that barring this he 
so much earnestness and determina- would be as good as ever. 
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SOCIETIES. 
ClO\\' DY \\'ILLIAl\JSON, Rditor. 
Gavel Club. f 11 P D J B · h are as o ows: res. . . ng am, 
Vir,e Pres. L. T. Marshall, Tr a urer, 
The Gavel Club held a very inter- , Wm. Waide, Secretary, Gowdy Wil-
esting meeting, March 7th. The Jiamson, Sergeant at Arms, Lloyd 
program of the evening called for Confarr, C0 rres. Secty. Fred William-
the discussion of the question, ''Re- son. 
solved, that the present system of 
tests is a true test of the Students' Philosophic Society. 
Scholarship." The arguments ad-
vanced for the affirmative included The Philosophic Literary Society 
1st. the present sysem is more thor- has ·been doing good work during the 
ough-it is well known, that the past two months. There is plenty 
E tudents are studying more than of room for improvement. One thing 
they did under the old system 2d. that has interfered with the literary 
that the fifty or more questions given 'I work, lately, is the disposition of 
under the test system cover more some of the members to have a good 
ground than did the ten final ques-1 time and lead to rowdyism. As it is, 
tions in the old system. The nega-
1 
the greater part of the literary .work 
tive contended ( Lst.) that a test is done by a small number of the 
might be given on the days lesson and I members and they are reaping great 
if the student had neglected to study benefits from it. The aim of the 
that particular lesson, he would flunk Society is to extend this benefit to 
_ entirely in that test, although he all its members and this ca.n be ob-
might know everything else in the tained only hy taking an active inter-
book, (2d.) that a final examination est in the societies. Some of us, 
brought a general review of the study should consider the faithful words 
before the student. In a vote taken delivered by Profs. McChrnney ar,d 
- ·at the close of the debate, the pres- Allen and practice them in the fu-
ent test system was approved. An ture. The society needs a revival of 
important business meeting was held interest, and it is to be how~d that 
and there is evidence of a renewal of as a result of the coming contest, in-
interest in the work. The officers terest may be stimulated in both 
THE GAVELYTE, 
preciated by all who heard it. The 
, o ieties. Of course, it takes time younger members of our societies to prepare and deliver a production, are corning to the front. Let us be but each effort serves to strength~n of a generous spirit, and hope for the you for the next. Literary training inauguration of the wholesome spirit 
as emphasized by Mr. Potter and the of loyalty and devotion to the Philo Faculty, represents a very essential Society. 
feature of a man's college training. INTER--SOCIETY CONTEST. It is, to a large extent, the vital part Philos'-
of college work. Let us, then, have I J. Carl Marshall, '07, Essay. 
a revival of interest in literary work,! Paul McMillan, '10, Debate. in both societies. L. T. Marshall, '07, Oration. 
Philo. D. J. Brigham, '10, Declamation. 
J Philosophics'-
Miss Jeanette Orr, '09, Essay. The success of the Philo meetings Fred Williamson, '07, Debate. 
of 1907, will overshadow that of Wm. Hawthorne, Jr. '09, Oration . former years. Enthusiasm and good Miss Alberta Creswell, '10, Decl't'n . will is permeating all our work. We 
hope for increased interest. in the 
Society, that this year may stand 
A PLEASANT SOCIAL. 
pre-emin~nt in the work of the Socie- Friday evening, March 1, a party ty. Thus far, we have excellent ma- was given to a large number of the terial for declaimers and debaters. college students, by Miss Margaret Why should we not make a good Lackey. at her home near Jamestown. 
showing? Each night, the programs Although, outside, all was drear, the become better and more interest is I winri blowing aud the rain falling, in-
manifested. During the past month, side, there was plenty of good cheer Fred Bird and Carl Marshall dis tin- and comfort. After a very sociable guished themselves as essayists, D. evening, aided by some dainty dishes, J . Brigham, Paul McMillan and Miss a few games were played. The Ina Murdock as declaimers while still guests started for home at an early 
others as debaters and orators. hour (the next morning of course) The iast meeting was well attended and reached Gedarville in safety. All 
and an excellent program was ren- are grateful to Miss Lackey for the dered . Miss Nell Turnbull rendered very enjoyable time, spent at her a vocal solo, which was highly ap- home. 
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------------- -
EXCHANtiES. 1 And wondered if any other man Ever sipped from a mug like that.-
Oracle. 
l• l'\-' d \\"ii I in,mson , Enllor. 
Professor:- ''Girls have better We have received several new Ex- qualities than boys along some lines." 
changes since last issue. Among Student:- Yes, clothes lines."-
them is the Elgin High School Mir- The Mirror. 
ro~ :"hich seems to have a be~ter I "My sister had a £_right yesterday: 
spmt of loyalty shown by contnbu- She had a black spider run up he1 
· .· arm." tors than 1s the case with most pap- "Th , h' I h d · at s not mg, a a sewmg ers. 
Another new Exchange is the 
Moores Hill College Bulletin of no 
particular note. We notice by the 
Wooster Voice of Feb. 19, that the 
machine run up thP- seam of my 
pants."- Ex. 
CHAPE L LECTURES. 
University represented by that paper During the past month, we have 
has been having a grand revival been given some decided treats. 'rhe 
first one oceurred on Feb. 25, the ad-
among its f'riends. The General Ed- dress was delivered by Dr. Vance, of 
ucation Board has offered $125,000 Lane Seminary, who spoke upon the 
and L. H. Severame a like amount on "Book of Hosea." This old Biblical 
condition they raise $500,000. Car- book was given new life for each one 
negie now comes forward with of us, and valuable lessons were un-
folded to us. On March 4, we enjoy-$50,000 toward the $500,000. The ed another treat, when we had the 
issue of Feb. 26 is full of Wooster's pleasure of listening to Dr. Peter 
great victory at Springfield in the Robertson, of Cincinnati, who lectur-
State Oratorical Contest. . ed upon the subject of "Robert 
The Editorial in the Febuary An- Burns". This lecture, delivered as it 
was by a man, a neighbor almost of 
- tiochian may well be read with profit the 8cottish Bard, seemed to stand 
by at least four people in the Inter- out with pecu liar force to each one 
society Contest. present. Valuable lessons can be 
Professor:- When wa$ the first learned from alJ these Chapel talks, 
ttl t d · N England? and we should feel happy hot onlv be-·e emen ma e m ew · I · h · Student:- ! think I was absent that cause of w at we ha~e .heard, but al-
d "F " Th M' (C H s so, because of what 1s m store for us ay, esscr - e r 1rror, . , · . h · t D A M Phil ) mt e commg e_rm. . r. mes ont-
a. gomery, of Xema, will lecture to us 
I sipprd the nectar from her lips soon. The date will be announced 
As under the moon we sat, later. 
THE G VEL YTE, 
Why Socialisn1 is Inevitable. 
BY LEROY ALLEN, A. B., Professor of Harper Chair of Economics. 
"And tiler shall build hou es, i,nd inhabit them: and they ,;l1ull plant vine-yards and eat the fruit of them. They shall not build, and another inhabit; they slrnll not plant, and another eat. ··-Isaiah, LXY: 21,22. 
If social reform depended for its consummation upon public opinion 
alone, little would ever be done. Witness the long, and apparent ly hope-
less, fight against the greatest curse that ever blighted America's 
fair shores, the liquor traffic. No one imagines that a majority, or even 
a respectable minority, of intelligent American citizens is blind t o the 
economic waste, the social danger, and the moral degradation involved in 
this gigantic evil, and yet, as soon as it is struck down in one place, Hydra-
like, it springs np in two others. If it cannot thrive under the law; it 
pursues its nefarious business without the law. Intrenched behind the 
power of vested interests, political influence, and the deadening fo rce of a 
commercial conservatism, which fears to change the status quo, for fear 
of possible business losses, it successfully resists, or evades every attack 
which the moral sentiment of a Christian nation makes upon it. Eq uipped 
with all the devices which a democratic government affords fo r the ex-
ecution of the popular will, and filled with such a deep and universal 
hatred of the trade, that those who engage in it are ostracised and even 
excluded from our leading secret orders, themselves not particul;i.rly de-
voted to moral reform, we yet stand helpl.ess before the monster that eats 
up our substance and destroys our children. Why? Simply because we 
are fighting against economic force$. The liquor traffic will never, 
NEVER, be destroyed as long as there is in it great financial gain. We 
must not only cut 0ff the dragon's heads, we must burn the stumps from 
which they spring. The fight against the liquor traffic is but a striking 
illustration, so plain that he wb.o runs ~ay read, of the limits under which 
public opinion must work. All-powerful in itself, it is yet conditioned in 
its own constitution and make-up by economic laws anrl consideration~. 
In like manner, if Socialism depended fo r its success upon public opin -
ion, its advocates would have little reason for their hopes, its opponents 
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little cause for their fears. As a consequence of his belief that the 
problem of property a1Jd poverty must be worked out by the force of 
certain moral ideas, such as justice, liberty, equal ity, Proudhon sadly 
admitted that Socialism would not be attainable for at least five hundred 
years, and perhaps not for a foll millei:iium. S0 slow are the processes of 
education, so great and so stubborn the power of invested capital, and 
so vast and intricate the problem of poverty and those other problems of 
ignorance, intemperance, vice, and crime, which, to a large extent, are 
dependent, for their own solution upon its settlement: that it is doubtful 
if order could ever be brought out of the terrible chaos of our present 
competitive system, if it all had to be worked out by the human brain 
and hand. Fortunately for us, "there is a Destiny that shapes our ends, 
rough-hew them how we will," and this_ controlling influence, known to 
materialists as "blind economic forces," to theists, with far more reason, 
as the "methods by which God works," ard called by both alike, ".b;volu-
tion," has far more to do with settling present problems than either tLose 
who oppose, or those who work in accordance with its principles. 
It is because of past and present tendencies of social and economic 
evolutiim that individualists and socialists alike predict the ultimate, &nd, 
indeed, the speedy, triumph 0f Socialism. To understand how this conelu-
sion is obtained requires a glance at the evo lution of production and dis-
tribution. Economists distinguish five successive stages . In the first 
st.age, each family it~.elf produces all that it consumes and no more. 
There is no problem of distribution, since each family obtains the whole 
product of its labor. From th.e view-point of production, however, the 
system. is unsatisfactory. Owing to the limited scope given to the princi-
ples of association and division of labor, the results are very meagre. In 
- the second stage, known as the guild system, industry is carrit-d on by 
means of small groups, each consisting of a master and a few journeymen 
and apprentices. This is a distjnct advance in production, since the 
thousand kinds of labor that must be performed to satisfy human needs are 
not undertaken by each family for itself, but are handHd 9ver to memberti 
·of the various trades, who have become proficient in doing some one thing. 
There is a slight change, also, in distribution. The value of the product 
goes not to all who have helped to produce it, but to the master alone, who 
then pays his journeymen and apprentices wages. This is but a temporary 
TIIE GAVELYTB~, 
expropriation, however, since every journeyman and apprentice in time 
himself becomes a rn,aster and, in tbe labor of those who work under him, 
is repaid for the. work he did for his own master while learning the trade. 
As a rule, the workman under the guilded system produced only goods 
ordered in advance by his customers. When, towards the close of the 
Middle Ages. the Crusades opened up the avenues_ of commerce, the workers 
under, the guild system lacked the means and the efficient organization 
for producing in advance the goods needed by the merchant for his trade. 
Consequently, the latter took the matter into his own hands and hired men 
to produce in their own homes the goods which he needed. Thus was inaugu-
rated the third stage, known as domestic industry. The workers no longer 
own their own products, but hand them over to the capitalist and receive 
in return stipulated wages. Sometimes, however, they own their own tools 
and raw material, and their dealings with their employers am clomething of 
the nature of sales. Some little independence is thus left them. In the 
fourth stage, the capitalist brings his workmen together from their homes 
into workshops, in order that he may gain the advantages of association 
and division of labor. Production is thus greatly increased, but the last 
vestige of the independence of the workers is gone. Owning neither the 
tools nor the raw materials, they must accept work upon such _ terms and 
conditions as the employer may demand, and must give up all claim to the 
procluct of their labor, receiving only fixed wages in its stead. The in-
vention of machinery introduced the last .stage, known as the factory 
system, which, in all its essential features, is simply a fuller developement 
of the fourth stage, the requirement of greater capital for carrying on 
industry with machinery than by hand, rendering possible and riec~ssary 
the supplanting of small industrial concerns by large ones Now, through-
out these five stages of industrial evolution, there is a constant and ever 
~ncreasing tendency towards concentration. This tendency is seen most 
clearly in tiie last stage, where small concerns of all kinds are being rapid-
ly superceded and driven to the wall by great manufacturing and mining or-
ganizations, by great railway systems, by gi;eat department stores, and by 
industrial and commercial trusts and combinations of all descriptions. 
These trusts have themselves been brought about by inevitable eco-
nomic laws . Competition always tends to monopoly. It is self-destructive. 
Men are engaged in commercial and industrial pursuits for the gain there 
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is in them. ow, as soon as competition in any industry becomes so keen 
that profit:; are endangel'ed, those engaged in that industry mu t do one of 
three things: they must either continue the business without profits, give 
it up all together, or stop the competition. To ask them to carry on 
the industry without financial gain would be unreasonable, since men are 
not in business for the purpose of disbursing their wealth, but for th 
purpose of increasing it; to expect them to give up the business in which 
they have made profits in the past, and which may still · be made profita-
ble, if satisfactory arrangements can be made, is equally un~easona~le; 
but one thing is left- competition must be stopped. In some way or 
other, the competitors combine, and monopoly appears, not as the diaboli-
.cal invention of unscrupulous men, but as an economic necessity, as the 
natural result of competition, and the only means by which capitalists 
can save themselves from its destructive power. This explains why it 
is that all the laws aimed at "combinations in r2straint of trade", and 
all the prosecutions eonducted under thC)se laws have been without avail. 
Law or no law, combination was absolutely necessary. A quarter of a 
century or more, ago, when, by a natural law, the enormous profits k 
be obtained in the oil business caused the flow of vast amounts of capital 
in that direction, the supply soon exceeded the demand, prices fell, and 
those who had their capital tied up in the business were threatened 
with bankruptcy unless they combined to prevent overproduction and main-
tain prices- the first great trust, the Standard Oil Company was 
born. By the operation of the same economic laws, dozens of other 
jndustries have since gone through the same process. The railway com-
panies form another striking example. Competing parallel lines were 
ruining each other's business, and pooling or combination in some form 
- was absolutely necessary. Is there not something unfair and unreason-
able, then, in the denunciation of trusts and trust builders, when we 
realize that the only alternative offered them was the destruction of 
their business? 
But, just as competition de8troy ed itself and rE:sulted inevitably in 
· the trust, so the trust will destroy itself and result inevitably in Social-
ism. Mc,nopoly, when absolute and complete, is just as self-destructive 
as competition, when full and free. As regards production, the trust has 
been a grand success. Ao eom.pared with the first stage of industrial 
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evolution, the productive powers of man have been, in the fifth stage, 
multipFed almost a thousand-fold. 'The economy of labor and capital, 
caused by the efficient 0rganization and large-scale production of the 
trust, has been enormous. But with respect to distribution, the trust bas 
been a miserable failure. In the first stage of economic evolution, the 
workers received, as the reward for their labor, the full value of their 
product. In the fifth stage, they receive wages, determfoed, not by the 
value of their product, but by the law of supply and demand, which 
governs the price of labur, as well as that of all other commodities. ow, 
in spite of the slig~t increase in wages, about which we hear so much 
these day_s, the proportion received by the workers to that received by 
the capitalist is constantly decreasing. This is due to two chief causes. 
In the first place, the capitalist, by the increasing economies of large-
- scale production, is enabled to obtain a larger product from the 
labor of fewer men, while, at the same time, in spite of the fact that 
the labor of these few ' men is of more value than that of the larger num- . 
ber employed before~ the capitalist is not required to pay· them any 
higher wages than before, since wages are, in no ease, determined by the 
value of the product, bnt by the price of labor in the market. The saving 
obtained in this way goes entfrely to the capitalist. Now, in the second 
place, the men thrown out of employment by the introduction of new 
machinery, the closing of small factories by the trusts, and by the labor 
saving devices of large-scale production, decreases the wages of t.bose who 
are employed by increasing the supply of labor, while at the same time 
decreasing the demand. This also reduces the expenses of the capitalist 
and adds to his profits. Let us state the matter in another way. Every-
time a trus t is organized or a new machine is introduced, men are thrown 
out of employment and the wages formerly paid to them go into the · 
pockets of the capitalists. The men thrown out of employment then com-
pete for the jobs held by the others, and this competition reduces the wages 
that the capitalist has to pay to the men who are employed, and the saving 
again accrues to th e capitalist. Remember that this process is not passed 
through once or twice, but is progressive in its operation The capitalist 
is enabled to obtain an ever-larger product for an ever-decrt>asing expendi-
ture, while the employees produce a constantly increasing amount of goods 
for a constantly decreasing compensation. The income of the capitalist is 
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con ·tantly augumented, that of the workman, constantly diminished. Now 
the que tion may very naturally be raised, if so many men are being con-
tantly thrown out of mployment, what becomes of them? According to 
the United tates census of 1900, an average of one million men are co~-
stantly out of employment in this country, far too many for a wealthy and 
growing nation s·uch as ours. But the great majority are not displaced 
permanently. Our present system grently promotes production. uch 
enormous incomes as that of Mr. Rockefeller, estimated at one hundred 
million dollars per year, are not easily spent. Consequently, a large part of 
these incomes is reinvested in new indu tries, and the unemploy d are put 
t.o work again. The great majority of these are employed in the creation 
of instrunrnnt,:; of production, such as machinery, factories, and railways. 
Now, the creation of greater, better, and more numerous instruments of 
production cheapens production by requiring fewer men for their operation. 
This, of course, adds to the profits.of the capitalists and subtracts from the 
earnings of the workers. But, the working classes are not only the pro-
ducers of waalth, but comprise, together with the professional and mer-
cantile classes largely dependent upon them, the great majority 0f the 
consumers as well. Now a system which vastly increases the productive 
powers of a people and at the ame time diminishes its consumptive capacity 
is not only unjust, but is self-doomed to destruction. And this is exactly 
what our present industrial system is doing. The powerful machinery and 
efficient organization of modern trusts, the very things that make possible 
the creation of more and more wealth, require fewer and fewer men for 
their operation, and, as a consequence of competition, lower and lower 
wages are paid. Production is greatly increastd, the po\\ er to pure-hate 
the goods produced, greatly diminished. 
That this is just exar.tly what is going on at the present time, is shov.n, 
beyond a reasonable doubt, by the comparatiYely fr quent recurrence of 
commercial crises caused by overproduction. The workers, with tho ·e 
directly or indirectly dependent upon ~hem, constitute by far the larger 
_ part of the market. But, the product of their labor being out of all pro-
.portion to the wages they receive, they are unable to purchase the whole 
product, and, consequently, a surplus is laid up from year to year, until the 
capitalist, having all his money tied up in goods for which there is no 
market, is compelled to suspend opbrations. This only makes matter wor e, 
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ince, by throwing the workers out of employment, it destroys what little 
pun:hasing power there is. For several years, then, industry is at a stand-
still, until those not dependent upon wages have consumed the surplus 
(the workers meanwhile subsisting upon the charity which they hate worse 
than death). Then industry again begins and continues until another sur-
plus has been laid up, when the workers must again stop and starve, not 
because there is not enongh to eat, for God has made ample provision for 
all his children, but BECAUSE THEY HAVE PRODUCED TOO MUCH. The gran-
aries are bursting-with grain, the warehouses filled with all kinds of 
provisions, vast resources lie in field and forest and mine, the country is 
equipped with all kinds of machinery, now lying idle and useless, and yet 
hundreds and thousands and millions of men, willing and anxious to work, are 
starving and freezing and suffering for lack of the goods, the very super-
abundance of which has caused the crisis. . What is the explanation of this 
anomalous and astounding situation? Why is it that this vast army of the 
unemployed 0annot utilize the mighty instrnments of production which the 
genius of the nineteenth century has provided in obtaining from the 
boundless resources of the country the things which they need for them-
selves and their children, using the stored-up surplus in the meantime to 
feed and clothe them w·hile they await the rerturns for their labor? Why 
is it that at the very time when the four requisites of production, labor, 
tools, raw materials, and food to su tain the worker until the harvftst, are 
superabundant, industry must stop and men must starve? The explanation 
is simple and easy. It lies in the ownership of the capital, the tools and 
the raw materials, and in the motives which actuate the proprietors. They 
are owned by private individuah,, who produce, not primarily, to supply the 
needs of their fellows, but to obtain profits for themselves. Consequently, 
when the market is over-stucked with goods, it matters not that tools and 
materials and labor and all the requisites for production are plentiful, in-
dustry must stop, for then' is no market and, therefore, no profits. This is 
the explanation, and the only explanation of commer~ial crises caused by 
overproduction. The capitalist is not to be blamed. He is just as anxious 
to continue work as anyone el e, but what is the use to continue to pro-
d1:ce more goods when his warehouses are already crowded with goods 
which he cannot sell? In fact he could not continue, if he wished, for 
doubtless most of his surplus capital is tied up in the good' which he can-
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not sell. He has no money, therefore, to pay wages, and if he should borrow 
for this purpo e, it would simply tie up more :;apital in unsaleable goods. 
True, if he had paid large enough- wages, his employees would have been 
enabled to buy back all of the finished product and the industry could 
have gone on indefinitely. But, in th.at case where would his profits have 
come in? And, at any rate, he has paid the regular market price for labor, 
and his responsibility ends there. 
ow these facts, which any one who has passed through a single com-
mercial ~risis cannot fail to have noticed, prove conclusively the incon-
sistencies and injustice of our present industrial system, but how do they 
prove that its destruction is inevitable and that Socialism is the next stage 
in economic evolution? In view of the account of crises above 1given, it is 
somewhat difficult to see why the capitalists have not long ago ·'bottled" 
themselves and their whole industrial system mere effectively than Ad-
miral Cervera was ''bottled" in the harbor of Santiago by the fleet of CGm-
modore Schley. They have postponed the logical consummation of their 
system by devoting their surplus earnings, not to the production of com-
modities which the workers could not buy and which would therefore tie 
up the whole system, but to the creation of new productiv~ agencies, 
which, in the making, required large numbers of men, and thus kept up the 
consumptive capacity Qf the people. But now these great instruments of 
production are about completed. In fact, in some industries, the work 
has been overdone; more oil refineries, agricultL1ral instrnment factories, 
flourmills, carriage manufacturing establishments, and in many places, more 
railways, telegraphs, and telephones have been provided than are actually 
needed. Is it reasonable to suppose that c.apitalists will continue to keep 
up the consumptive capacity of the people by paying out money for the 
-creation of new productive agencies, which are not needed, when they 
realize that to do so is to tie up their money just as effectively as to al-
low it to be manufactured into goods which the people cannot buy? More-
over, these great instruments, now completed, and more effective than 
anything ever known before, are themselves acting in the manner charac-
-teristic of their kind; reducing the cost of production and thus adding to 
the profits of the capitalist, c1eating a larger amount of goods, and so re-
ducing the 13arnings of the workers that they cannot buy. And remember 
that now the only outlet for the .surplus gains of the capitalist and the UJ-
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plus energy of the workers is in the erection of new instruments of produc-
tion, which are not needed and which will only aggravate present difficul-
ties. The present industrial system has nowhere to turn. It is doomed! 
It is true that the granting of old age pensions, the distribution of great 
gifts to erlucational institutions, the development of foreign markets, and 
especia.lly the instigation of international wars, by stimulating consumption, 
may p0stpone the great catastrophe, but it is bound to come. Doubtle~s 
its advent will be the culmination of some great commercial crisis in which 
all will recognize the hopelessness and helplessness of the present system, 
and in which the masses, driven to action by their sufferings will quitely re-
cord the political deci~ion which is all that is necessary to inaugurate the 
change. 
And what shall the new order be? Socialism! There can be no 
doubt as to that. The evils of the present system are private ownership 
and production for profit. Public ownership and production for use must 
be substituted. When the people, for themselves, own and operate the means 
and instruments of production, there can be no overproduction, for, as we 
have seen, overproduction is due to the fact that the capitalfst does not pay 
back to hi-s. employees the full value of their labor, but stores it in bis ware-
house where it becomes the cause of commercial cri8es. The people can 
be trusted not to so deal with themselves. 
The capitalist has played an important and a necessary role in the 
development of industry. He has taken a part of the wealth created by the 
people and used it in the creation of Htill greater instruments for the pro-
duction of more wealth, but as soon as he has finished the work that has 
been given him to do, as soon as he can no longer provide "seed· to the 
sower and bread to the eater," his day is done and the people's turn has 
come. 
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o'he INTER-SOCIETY CONTEST. 
T~e Opera House on Friday evening, Mar. 15, was the scene of an old 
fash10ned contest between the literary societies with this exception that 
it was much better in every way than any of its predecessors. 'fhe 
Green and White of the Philosophic's again triumphed and another step 
in guod literary accomplishment has been taken. 
The crowd was not up to the old crowds in either numbers or enthusiasm 
but they were there and all were glad they were there. Long before the 
program commenced there was much yelling and blowing of horns princi-
pally on the part of the Philosophies who were seated in a body in the 
parquet. The Philo's had, as ·it proved in the end, unwisely ruled that 
there should be no yelling which rule was adherred to during the contest. 
But the interest and intense enthusiasm wera present nevertheless and 
this contest will go down in the annals of the societies as one of the great-
est if not the greatest event they ever participated in. 
The following is a summary .of the numbers and contestants: 
Essay (No. 1) Jeanette Orr; subject- ''Treasure Islands." 
" (No. 2) J.C. Marshall; subject- "The Power of Conviction." 
Debate: Resolved; thcJ,t courts for the compulsory arbitration of disputes 
between employers and employees should be established in the United States. 
Affirmative, Paull McMillan; negative, Fred Williamson. 
Oration ( o. 1) Wm. Hawthorn; subject- America, Her Opportunities. 
" (No. 2) L. T. Marshall; subject - ''The White Man's Duty". 
Declamation (No. 1) David Brigham; subject-"John Adam's Supposed 
Speech in favor of the Declaration of lnd8pendence." 
Declamation (No. 2) Alberta Creswell; subject-"The Confessional." 
The judges of the contest were Prof. Weaver, Antioch Colle'ge; Rev. S. 
E. Martin, Xenia, and Rev. D. B. Fitzgerald, Cincinnati. 
EVE T. A ALYSIS. WEAVER. MARTIN. 
No. l No. 2 No. 1 No. 2 
( Original Thought 85 82 85 85 
Essay ) Style & Composition 88 85 80 85 
I Reading 90 85 91 90 
Average 87i 84 S5i 6i 
l Argument 93 93 90 85 Debate Sty le & Composition ~5 97 88 85 Delivery 95 97 80 80 
Average 94i 95i 86 8Bi 
( Original Thought 86 94 75 90 
Oration J Style & Composition 90 95 75 95 
Delivery 90 94 80 90 
Average 88i 94i 76.6 91.6 
Declamation - Rendition 97 95 80 95 
FITZGERALD. 
No. 1 No. 2 
90 75 
80 70 
85 70 
85 71.6 
85 90 
85 80 
75 85 
81.6 85 
90 85 
90 85 
85 90 
88.3 86.6 
8n 95 
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lt i::i with great rejoicing that w ,-, itself repay one for affiliating with 
announce the formation of the Y. M. such an organization . Fellows, let us 
C. A. of Cedarville colll'ge. The Col- , all pull together in this movement, let 
lege Y. M. C. A's. have done a noble us support our officers loyally in their 
work in their chosen field, and .the efforts to place the club on a secuni 
purposes of the organization as out- footing, and let us take our place in 
lined by the national Secretary, F. i whatever we may be called upon to 
V. Sla~k, certainly gi_ves us. a good I do. All together, now, "~odspeed to 
idea of what a splendid fightmg ma- 1 the Y. M. C. A. of Cedarville College. 
chine we are uniting with, when we 
join the Y. M. C. A. Its purpose, we One of a college students' privileges is 
heartily believe, will serve as an out- that of supporting hiH college paper. 
let for the pent up energy of many College papers are published, not for 
col leg men, and will also serve as a the benefit of the professional writer, 
medium for drawing them in closer but to serve as an outlet for the lit-
bonds of service and of fellowship to erary abilities of the students them-
their Master. That such an organi- selves. The man or woman, who 
zation will prove of lasting benefit to would nrglect to support his or her 
our own Christian college goes with- college foot ball team, would not be 
out saying. It is to be hoped, as the looked upon with much favor b¥ his 
result of the new Y. M. C. A., that associates. How much truer should 
the moral and spiritual tone of Ced- this be in the line of literary effort 
arville College will be improved and when one considers the great and 
this one valuable result, would in cnxnxTEn ox r., c:F Ka. 
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Owing to the many complimentary 
comments on the new Alumni Depart-
ment heading, which made its initial 
appearance in the Feb. issue, and to 
do justice to the artist, perhaps it is 
well to state that it is due to the 
kindness of one of the Alumni, Miss 
Eleanor Smith, '06. Many thanks 
are due Miss Smith for this bit of 
thoughtfulness. A more suggestive 
subject could not have been chosen. 
Our eyes need but a glance and there 
comes rushing back a flood of mem-
ory of those old coll~ge days, a mem-
1 ory that refreshens that ever warm 
Rev. W. A. Pollock, '04, of A.llegany, l I spot in our heart for our Alma Mater. 
Pa. preached in the R. P. Church, Miss Nellie Lewis '00 of Clifton 
' ' ' 
Ced., Sabbath, March 10. He will I has been having for her guest a 
conduct communion service in tne \ friend, Miss harkey, from 0. S. U., 
same church, March 17. I during the past week. 
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Dr. J. C. George, of Cincinnati, I even a personal of some kind. Our 
spent March 2 and 3 with Cedarville alumni are responding nobly to the 
friends. I demand made upon them by one of 
Mr. John M. Finney, '03, spent our number in the February number 
Washington's birthday at his home in of the Gavelyte-let us, then, keep 
Ced. and returned to Cincinnati Mon- step with our Alumni. Let us hear 
day, February 25. from you for the next num ber of t he 
There is in the hands of the Editor paper. 
a very interesting article by Mr. J. E. 
Shaw '06 in which he lays down a 1 ---------------. 
syste~, w'hen applied, will better aid I 
the student to discover and develope 
his aptitudes. Unfortunately the arti-
cle reached us too late for publication 
this month but will appear ia the 
April number. 
COLLEGE · 
PINS 
at 
1 
Mr. R. B. Shaw, '04, has accepted. a 
position as Director c,f the Elocution 
and Physical departments of the God-
man Guild House, Columbus, Ohio. 
Mr. Shaw is well fitted for the posi-
tion, besides having much natural abil-
ity he ' has acquired a thorough 
knowledge along this line of work, 
being a graduate of the Capitol Col-
lege of Oratory and Music. McCOLLUM'S 
CO::<ICUTIJED F R O)f P AGE rn. 
lasting good accruing to one, who en-
gages in work for his college paper. 
The students of Cedarville college 
ohe Jeweler. 
need no reminder of loyalty-their Wh 
institution stands for that- but what en.a 
the editor of this paper desires to see You want to do 
is a greater expression of their loy- your best, come 
alty in support •of this paper. We to us , w e'll do 
have 'abundant literary talent rn our the rest. 
' 
midst-let us see an expression of I 
this from you in an eSSi:lY, a poem, or NAGLEY BROs.,ceot~1'J.LLE, 
MOST STUDENTS WEAR 
l(aufman's Good Clothes, 
HATS AND FURNISHINGS. 
19-21-23 So. Limestone St., Springfield, Ohio. 
10 per cent discount to students. 
A HOME IN CEDARVILLE [ 
Means a healthy location, a relig- I 
ious community, good schools I 
and culture of a college town. 
A Good Place to Locate. 
TOWN AND FARM PROPERTY. 
SMITH & CLEMANS, REAL ESTATE 
--
Cedarville, Ohio. 
Have You Tried 
A BOX OF 
LOWNEY'S? 
SEE 
FINNEY. 
Directory. 11906 c. c. 1907 
Pres. Philadelphian Literary Society, 
, .......................... Wil-liam Begg 
Pres. Philosophic Literary Society, 
.................... Gowdy Williamson 
Pres Gavel Club, .......... D. Brigham 
Pres. Athletic As'n ..... . J. C. Marshall 
Mgr. Foot Ball Team, .... E. Hutchison 
"Pres. Senior Class, ....... L. T. Marshall 
~ " ·Junior " ........ E. Hutchison 
" Soph. " ........ E. McClellan 
" Fresh'n Class, .... . D. J . Brigham 
Pres. Students' Mimisterial Club, 
......................... . .. J. D. Brigham 
Students! 
FOR 
Cigars 
B~ushes 
Perfumes 
Confections 
Toilet Goods 
SEE US. 
Look at our n ew li ne of CUT GL ASS a n d 
;l APA NES ~; ART VA 8ES. 
See our display of Pipes. 
R.IDGW A Y'S PHARMACY, 
MAIN R'l'REET, CEDARVILLE. 0. 
'"f he Capitol Colle 
OF ORATORY ANO MUSIC . 
FRA K , . FOX, M. A., PRE8'T. 
Essential Steps in Reading and Spea 
By Frank S. Fox, professor 
p11blic speaking in Cedarville Coll 
si a practical text book for h, 
study and the class room. 424 pa 
ITS YOUR MOVE! 80 illustrations. A new- text book 
the home and the school. Price $ 
MO~ E NOW! Address the author, 1076 eil 
nue, ColumbuR, Ohio. 
nnd order a copy of 
"ESSENTIAL STEPS 
IN READING ANO SPEAKING." 
Boys, You're Bound to Win 
-WJTHA-
FfEL0S' LIVERY RIG. 
Special Attention Given to Students. 
ohe 
College 
Barber. 
J W M Coy Cedarville, • • C , Ohio. I 
St Mary's Institute team defeated 
the basket-ball team of Dennison Un-
iversity by a close score. 
F k S F Cor. Niel and 3d ran . ox, COLUMBUS, OH 
W. L. Douglas 
SHOES For Men. 
Dorothy Dodd 
SHOES For Ladie 
Are unsurpaseed in "Fit" a 
"Sty le"-unequaled in "We~ 
- for sale at 
BIRD'S MAMMOTH STOR 


